DYNAMIC ON-DEMAND TRAINING FOR THE BAKING INDUSTRY

BEGINNER TRAINING

Economical training solutions reduce in-bakery onboarding time for new hires, department transfers, and cross-trained employees.

**BAKING BASICS 101**

$50/student*

Fundamental knowledge for all employees new to working in any wholesale baking facility. Available in English, Spanish, and Portuguese.

**COOKIE AND CRACKER ENTRY-LEVEL**

$150/student*

Foundational knowledge in English and Spanish for all employees new to cookie and cracker plant operations.

SPECIALIZED TRAINING

An extension of fundamental knowledge, training programs establish employees as operational experts in baking facilities.

**HAMBURGER/HOTDOG BUNS - VARIETY HEARTH BREADS - TORTILLAS**

$50/student

**SHEETING AND LAMINATING - WIRE CUT - ROTARY - SANDWICHING**

$250/student

ADVANCED TRAINING

Graduate-level coursework establishes plant employees as in-house experts in the highly precise process that drives successful operations.

**COOKIE AND CRACKER MANUFACTURING COURSE**

$1995/student*

The industry’s gold standard, graduates of the program will possess the technical knowledge, and best practice information necessary to supervise a cookie and/or cracker bakery shift, department, or facility.

GROUP RATES AVAILABLE. ENROLL TODAY.

*American Bakers Association Member pricing. Non-member pricing available.